Committee Agenda
Economic Development and Planning Advisory
Committee
June 19, 2019 – 8:00 AM
Sydenham Campus – 1130 8th Street East, Owen Sound
1. Call to Order
2. Declaration of Pecuniary Interest
3. EmployerOne 2019 Results
4. Local Agri-Food Brand and Roll Out - Verbal Update
5. Regional Attraction and Retention Campaign - Verbal Update
6. Business Enterprise Centre Update - Verbal Update
7. Economic Growth Data – Verbal Update
8. Reports
a. PDR-CW-24-19 Grey County Comments on Bill 108 (for information)
Ontario Making Homes More Affordable for Families
b. PDR-CW-25-19 Recolour Grey – Draft Provincial Modifications (for
information)
Correspondence from Minister of Municipal Affairs dated June 6, 2019
c. PDR-CW-30-19 Community Improvement Plan Program (for information)
9. Upcoming Events
10. Other Business
11. Next Meeting Dates
a. To be determined
12. Adjournment
Sydenham Campus Tour
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Highlight Observations
LOCAL LABOUR FORCE
PARTICIPATION RATE
INCREASED

LOCAL
UNEMPLOYMENT RATE
DECREASED

BETWEEN 2017 & 2018

BETWEEN 2017 & 2018

2018 LOCAL
UNEMPLOYMENT RATE
LOWEST
IN ONTARIO

COMPARED TO LAST YEAR’S RESULTS,
A HIGHER PERCENTAGE OF EMPLOYERS REPORTED:

1

EMPLOYEE
DURING THE

PREVIOUS YEAR

UTILIZING EITHER

1

PLANNING TO HIRE

at least

HIRING AT LEAST

EMPLOYEE
IN 2019

or

EMPLOYEE

TRAINING
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FULL-TIME
IN MOST
OCCUPATIONAL
CATEGORIES

EXPANDING

EMPLOYMENT
ONTARIO
PAID RECRUITING
AGENCIES

SUPPORTING

NEW HIRES WILL BE

their search for workers

BEYOND THE
LOCAL REGION
IN 4 OF 5 OF OUR TOP SECTORS

a higher percentage of employers were able to

PROVIDE TRAINING
COMPARED TO LAST YEAR
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COMPARED TO LAST YEAR’S RESULTS,
A HIGHER PERCENTAGE OF EMPLOYERS REPORTED:

DISSATISFACTION

with the

AVAILABILITY OF

x1

QUALIFIED WORKERS

j

A HIGHER PERCENTAGE OF

DISMISSALS

were reported

Experiencing at least

COMPARED TO THE
PREVIOUS YEAR

EMPLOYEE
SEPARATION
DURING THE PREVIOUS YEAR

SPENDING
OVER A YEAR

1

at least

EXPERIENCING

trying to fill

HARD-TO-FILL
POSITION

HARD-TO-FILL
POSITIONS

“LACK OF MOTIVATION, ATTITUDE OR INTERPERSONAL ABILITIES”
“LACK OF QUALIFICATIONS”

AS KEY REASONS FOR WHICH POSITIONS WERE HARD-TO-FILL

“WORK ETHIC, DEDICATION, DEPENDABILITY”
AS A TOP COMPETENCY REQUIRED FOR HARD-TO-FILL POSITIONS
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Background
The EmployerOne Survey was conducted for the fifth time in January 2019 in the four county region,
which includes the counties of Bruce, Grey, Huron, and Perth. In total, 499 businesses responded
to the survey; 436 businesses completed all questions and 63 businesses completed some of the
questions in the survey. Collectively, respondents represent 29,267 employees. These business
respondents continue to provide valuable insights into changes in the local labour market.
The ongoing goal of this survey is to gather information about employers’ successes and challenges
in the workplace. Information from EmployerOne is continually shared within our communities,
assisting local organizations that require up-to-date data for funding applications, project proposals,
strategic planning, and program implementations throughout the region. In September 2018, the
Planning Board produced a Four Year Review, highlighting trends and changes from the first four
years of EmployerOne. Where applicable, relevant information from that report has been included
in this document. The complete Four Year Review report is available on our website at: http://www.
planningboard.ca/reports/employerone-survey-observations/employerone-4-year-review/.
For the first time in 2018, the Planning Board conducted a survey of employees and job seekers in
our region, collecting information from 758 respondents. This supply-side labour market information
has allowed us to compare parallel factors between labour supply and labour demand. Where these
comparisons are possible, information from the 2018 Employee Survey report has been included to
provide additional context for 2019 EmployerOne results. The complete Employee Survey report is
available on our website at: http://www.planningboard.ca/reports/employee-survey/.

Methodology
For the purposes of this report, only responses from the 436 completed surveys have been included.
For the purposes of this report, Perth County includes Stratford and St Marys.
Based on business counts for 2018 (including only businesses with one or more employees),
completed survey responses represent 4.0% of all businesses in the four county area.
Based on business counts for 2018, the aggregate survey results have a confidence level of 95% ±
5. Despite a smaller sample size compared to last year, the confidence level and confidence interval
remain the same for this year’s survey, giving us a similarly representative sample of local businesses.

9
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General Labour Market Conditions
Between 2017 and 2018, the unemployment rate for Stratford-Bruce Peninsula –
encompassing Bruce, Grey, Huron and Perth counties – decreased from 4.5% to 3.7%,
occupying the lowest annual average of any economic region in Ontario. This also represents the
lowest annual unemployment rate for our region since at least 2001. Between 2017 and 2018, the
provincial unemployment rate declined by only 0.4 percentage points from 6.0% to 5.6%.
The employment rate, the share of the labour force that is employed, in the Stratford-Bruce Peninsula
economic region increased from 60.4% in 2017 to 62.7% in 2018, representing the highest regional
employment rate since 2011. The participation rate, the share of the population that is participating
in the labour market, increased from 63.2% to 65.2% between 2017 and 2018, now representing the
highest local rate since 2011. This was also one of Ontario’s highest labour market participation rates
in 2018.
The local labour pool grew by 5,700 between 2017 and 2018. During the same period, employment
grew by 6,800, a considerably faster growth than occurred during the same period last year (+3,500).
Full-time employment accounted for the majority of the annual increase in 2018 (+7,200). This
increase was mildly offset by a loss of 300 part-time jobs.
Low unemployment and high participation rates continue to reflect a local labour market in which
there are few people available for work who are not already employed. Those remaining in
unemployment may have multiple barriers to employment and/or have mismatches of skills, location,
preferred type of work, and desirability of available jobs. For more detailed information concerning
the challenges faced by job seekers in our region, please refer to the “Snapshot on Unemployment”
in our 2018 Employee Survey report (http://www.planningboard.ca/reports/employee-survey/).
While the province of Ontario is experiencing labour shortages, based on our local unemployment
and participation rates, this shortage is particularly pronounced in the four county region.
EmployerOne 2019 survey results suggest that employers in Bruce, Grey, Huron and Perth are
experiencing increasing and long-term challenges meeting their labour force needs. Growing
and maintaining our local labour force will require exploring innovative ways to attract and retain
employees. Focusing on employers who are experiencing successes may also yield valuable
information that can be adapted by businesses who are experiencing challenges. In 2019-2020, the
Planning Board will be focusing our research on understanding the factors that are contributing to
successes for local employers, so we can continue to share this knowledge more broadly within our
communities.

10
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Availability of Qualified Workers
When employers were asked how they rate the availability of qualified workers in the four county
area, they responded as follows:

EXCELLENT

2%

GOOD

FAIR

15%

33%

POOR

50%

When we look at a five-year trend, in the last two years we see a widening gap between the
percentage of employers who rated the availability of qualified workers as excellent-good and those
who rated workers as fair-poor. While responses between 2015 and 2017 remained constant, there
was a significant increase in 2018 – and again in 2019 – in the percentage of employers who were
dissatisfied with the availability of qualified workers.

AVAILABILITY OF QUALIFIED WORKERS OVER A FIVE-YEAR PERIOD
77%
68%

68%

68%

33%

33%

32%
23%

2015

2016

2017

2018

* Totals do not always equal 100% due to rounding
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83%

Excellent-Good
17%

2019

Fair-Poor

AVAILABILITY OF QUALIFIED WORKERS BY INDUSTRIAL SECTOR
In the majority of sectors, the percentage of employers who rated the availability of
qualified workers as either excellent or good decreased between 2018 and 2019.
Therefore, in most sectors, a higher percentage of employers responding to this year’s
survey rated the availability of qualified workers as either fair or poor. An increase of more than 5% of
employers who rated the availability of qualified workers as excellent or good were found in only one
sector: Arts, entertainment and recreation.

EXCELLENT-GOOD
AGRICULTURE

7%

CONSTRUCTION

3%

HEALTHCARE AND SOCIAL ASSISTANCE

30%

MANUFACTURING

7%

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADE

20%

Accommodation and food services

0%

Arts, entertainment and recreation

41%

Finance and insurance

15%

Information and cultural industries

58%

Other services (except public administration)

25%

Professional, scientific and technical services

16%

Public administration

8%

Transportation and warehousing

8%

VS. 2018

* Top five industrial sectors in the four county area are highlighted
** Includes only sectors in which ten or more employers responded in both 2018 and 2019
*** Increase/decrease represents a change of at least 5%. Where nothing is indicated, there was a difference of less than 5% compared
to last year’s survey results. Slight increase/slight decrease represents change of less than 5%.
INCREASE

SLIGHT
INCREASE

SLIGHT
DECREASE

DECREASE

NO CHANGE
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AVAILABILITY OF QUALIFIED WORKERS BY BUSINESS SIZE
The highest percentage of employers who rated the availability of qualified workers as excellent or
good were businesses with between 20 and 49 employees. The lowest percentage of employers who
rated the availability of qualified workers as excellent or good were businesses with between 50 and
99 employees. There does not appear to be a correlation between business size and how employers
rate the availability of qualified workers.

BUSINESS SIZE

EXCELLENT - GOOD

FAIR - POOR

1-4

22%

78%

5-9

13%

87%

10 - 19

14%

86%

20 - 49

23%

77%

50 - 99

9%

91%

100 +

13%

87%
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Employment Dynamics in 2018
HIRING AND SEPARATIONS
HIRING
Eighty-four percent of surveyed employers hired at least one employee in 2018, which is a slight
increase over last year in which 82% of employers reported hiring during the previous year.
The hiring dynamics reported in January 2019 do not differ significantly from what employers
reported in January 2018. However, despite fewer survey responses overall, the total number of hires
reported by this year’s surveyed businesses is over 1,000 more.

TOTAL NUMBER
OF HIRES

FULL-TIME

2018 SURVEY

PART-TIME

7,750

REPORTING 2017 ACTIVIT Y

2019 SURVEY

8,837

REPORTING 2018 ACTIVIT Y

44%
17%

21%

6%
6%

CONTRACT

27%
27%

SEASONAL
PAID CO-OP

48%

2%
2%
2018    2019

SEPARATIONS
Seventy-one percent of surveyed employers experienced at least one separation in 2018, which is
a slight increase over last year in which 68% of employers reported employee separations during
the previous year. Compared to 2018, this year there was a significant increase in the percentage of
separations that were dismissals. There was also a significant decrease in temporary layoffs.

TOTAL
NUMBER OF
SEPARATIONS

2018 SURVEY

7,061

REPORTING 2017 ACTIVIT Y

2019 SURVEY

6,939

REPORTING 2018 ACTIVIT Y

47%

QUITS
7%
7%

RETIREMENTS
TEMPORARY
LAYOFFS
PERMANENT
LAYOFFS
DISMISSALS

51%

23%

33%

3%
4%
10%

15%
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As in previous years, in 2019 the majority of employee separations reported during the previous year
were voluntary. Based on this year’s responses, 51% of employees who left positions quit their jobs.
In order to provide supply-side information to contextualize these responses from employers, the
recent Employee Survey has given us insight into why local employees are choosing to leave their
jobs (http://www.planningboard.ca/reports/employee-survey/). When surveyed about why they quit a
job during the last year, the most frequently reported reasons for leaving were as follows. Awareness
of these challenges may help employers develop or improve guidelines and policies to more
effectively meet the needs of their current employees:

REASON FOR LEAVING

PERCENTAGE

I experienced harassment or bullying

37%

My schedule was unpredictable

31%

I found a different job that paid more

26%*

I was not using my skills/experience/education/training in my work

26%*

There were no opportunities for variety at work

26%*

(i.e., learning new things, moving into a different role)

I was not given enough hours

25%

I had health concerns (including mental health) that required me to leave
my job
There was no grievance process for addressing concerns in the
workplace

24%

Total does not equal 100% because respondents were asked to select up to three responses
*Tied for third most frequent response
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22%

HIRING CHALLENGES
The percentage of employers reporting that they had hard-to-fill positions during the
previous year is one measure of how the low unemployment and high participation
rates in our region are contributing to ongoing challenges for local businesses. With
fewer people available in the labour pool, an increasing percentage of employers reported that they
had long-term hard-to-fill positions in 2018.
72% of surveyed employers reported that they had hard-to-fill positions during the previous year,
which was considerably higher than in any previous survey year.

PERCENTAGE OF EMPLOYERS REPORTING HARD-TO-FILL POSITIONS

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

53%

57%

47%

59%

72%

The percentage of employers reporting long-term hard-to-fill-positions – those who spent, on
average, more than a year trying to fill vacancies – was 37%, which represented an increase of 8%
compared to the previous year.
When asked how long they have been trying to fill these positions, employers reported the following:

LESS THAN 3 MONTHS

12%

6 TO 9 MONTHS

29%

12%

OVER A YEAR

9%

3 TO 6 MONTHS

37%

9 TO 12 MONTHS

* Does not total 100% due to rounding

By comparison, in our recent Employee Survey, 25% of job seekers reported that they have spent over
a year looking for work:

LESS THAN 3 MONTHS

32%

6 TO 9 MONTHS

25%

10%

3 TO 6 MONTHS

OVER A YEAR

8%

25%

9 TO 12 MONTHS
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The relatively high percentages of both long-term hard-to-fill positions and long-term job seekers
is problematic. This disconnect between labour demand and labour supply emphasizes the need
to focus on mismatches – of skills, of location, of type of work, of salary – between jobs that remain
chronically unfilled and individuals who are looking for work. When looking at skills mismatches in
particular, we need to understand that job seekers almost always have workplace skills, but they are
not necessarily the right skills for the jobs available.
The top reasons for which employers reported that positions were hard-to-fill are as follows. Between
2018 and 2019, there were increases in the percentage of employers reporting “lack of qualifications”
and “lack of motivation, attitude, or interpersonal abilities.” There was a decrease in the percentage
of employers reporting “lack of technical skills,” and no significant change in the remaining two
categories.

66%
65%

NOT ENOUGH APPLICANTS
LACK OF QUALIFICATIONS

48%
52%

(EDUCATION LEVEL/CREDENTIALS)

LACK OF MOTIVATION, ATTITUDE, OR
INTERPERSONAL ABILITIES

47%
30%
31%

LACK OF WORK EXPERIENCE
LACK OF TECHNICAL SKILLS

26%

31%

* Does not total 100% because employers were asked to select the top three reasons that apply
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52%

2018    2019

TOP HARD-TO-FILL POSITIONS
We asked employers which positions were hard-to-fill in 2018. We also asked which
positions they successfully filled in 2018. The top ten responses to each question are
compared below. The majority of occupations appear on both lists; those that do not
are highlighted.
Compared to previous years, in this year’s survey a higher percentage of top positions in both
categories require some type of post-secondary training.

TOP 10 HARD-TO-FILL POSITIONS

VS.

TOP 10 POSITIONS FILLED

Labourers

1

Labourers

Drivers

2

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANTS/
ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT STAFF

Sales Representatives

3

Managers/Directors/Supervisors

Managers/Directors/Supervisors

4

Registered Nurses/
Registered Practical Nurses

Chefs/Cooks

5

Drivers

Dishwashers/
Kitchen Support Staff

6

Sales Representatives

Registered Nurses/
Registered Practical Nurses

7

Cleaning/Housekeeping

PERSONAL SUPPORT WORKERS

8

Chefs/Cooks

PRODUCTION WORKERS

9

Dishwashers/
Kitchen Support Staff

Cleaning/Housekeeping

10

RETAIL/CASHIERS

18
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TOP COMPETENCIES REQUIRED FOR HARD-TO-FILL POSITIONS:

WORK ETHIC, DEDICATION,
DEPENDABILITY

63%

SELF-MOTIVATED/ABILITY TO WORK WITH
LITTLE OR NO SUPERVISION

71%

42%
42%
37%
36%

TEAMWORK/INTERPERSONAL ABILITIES

32%
29%

TECHNICAL

29%
27%

CUSTOMER SERVICE

* Does not total 100% because employers were asked to select the top three reasons that apply

2018    2019

Compared to 2018, the most significant increase was in the percentage of employers who selected
“work ethic, dedication, dependability” as a top competency. This was chosen by nearly ¾ of survey
respondents with hard-to-fill positions. The next most frequently mentioned response was chosen by
fewer than half of respondents; this suggests that work ethic may be significantly more important to
employers than any other workplace competency measured in this survey.

19
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Anticipated Hires and Recruitment
ANTICIPATED HIRES
Eighty percent of surveyed respondents anticipate hiring in 2019, representing an increase of 5%
compared to last year’s survey results and a total of 4,407 potential new hires across the region in the
year ahead. A breakdown of anticipated hires by type of work is as follows:

FULL-TIME

PART-TIME

CONTRACT

SEASONAL

MANAGERS AND EXECUTIVES

78%

9%

3%

9%

PROFESSIONALS

77%

12%

6%

5%

TECHNICAL

78%

7%

5%

10%

TRADES (JOURNEYPERSON)

82%

5%

1%

12%

APPRENTICES

83%

4%

2%

12%

SALES AND MARKETING

65%

12%

11%

12%

ADMINISTRATIVE AND CLERICAL

48%

31%

8%

13%

PRODUCTION WORKERS

71%

9%

1%

19%

SERVICE WORKERS

27%

40%

5%

28%

* Totals do not always equal 100% due to rounding

Compared to last year, more full-time positions are anticipated in 2019 in every category except:
•
•

ADMINISTRATIVE AND CLERICAL
SERVICE WORKERS

20
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METHODS OF RECRUITMENT
While the top five recruitment methods remain unchanged compared to last year, in this year’s survey
employers reported relying more on their company’s own internet site and less on social media than
was reported in 2018.

TOP 5 RECRUITMENT METHODS

WORD OF
ONLINE
COMPANY’S OWN
MOUTH JOB BOARDS INTERNET SITE

65%

61%

30%

SOCIAL
MEDIA

18%

* Does not total 100% because employers were asked to select their top three recruitment methods

NEWSPAPER
ADS

15%

For our top five sectors, the following shows whether or not employers in each sector used each of
the top five recruitment methods more or less than the average for all respondents.

WORD OF
MOUTH
AVERAGE FOR ALL
RESPONDENTS

65%

ONLINE JOB COMPANY’S
BOARDS INTERNET SITE
61%

30%

SOCIAL
MEDIA

NEWSPAPER
ADS

18%

15%

AGRICULTURE
CONSTRUCTION
MANUFACTURING
WHOLESALE AND
RETAIL TRADE
HEALTHCARE AND
SOCIAL ASSISTANCE
* Increase/decrease represents a difference of at least 5%. Slight increase/slight decrease represents a change of less than 5%.
INCREASE

SLIGHT
INCREASE

SLIGHT
DECREASE

DECREASE
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GEOGRAPHIC AREA OF RECRUITMENT
Over the past five years, there has been an increase in the percentage of employers
who are recruiting workers from beyond the immediate geographical region. In
this year’s survey, 31% of employers reported expanding their search for workers to
elsewhere in Ontario. This represents a 4% increase compared to last year. This year, the highest
percentage of employers reported looking provincially for employees since we began collecting
survey data in January 2015.
In both 2018 and 2019, 8% of employers reported that they looked nationally for workers,
representing an increase over the previous three years. In 2019, a higher percentage of employers
also reported expanding their search for workers beyond Canada.
The trend in recruitment appears to be an expansion of geographical boundaries beyond the four
county region since 2015.

2019
PROVINCIALLY

31%

NATIONALLY

8%

INTERNATIONALLY

4%

VS. 2018

(but 2018 and 2019 represent an increase
over the first three survey years)

*Slight increase/slight decrease represents a change of less than 5%.
SLIGHT
INCREASE

SLIGHT
DECREASE

NO CHANGE

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE AGENCY USE
In this year’s survey, there was a significant increase in respondents’ use of both Employment Ontario
service providers and paid recruitment agencies. Eleven percent more employers reported using
Employment Ontario service providers to assist with their search for workers. Five percent more
employers reported using paid recruitment agencies.

2018

2019

EMPLOYMENT ONTARIO SERVICE PROVIDER

27%

38%

PAID RECRUITMENT AGENCY

12%

17%

SERVICE USED

The trend over the last five years is that employers are seeking out more outside assistance in their
search for workers. As the unemployment rate decreases, and the percentage of employers reporting
hard-to-fill positions increases, more employers are using these services.
22
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Business Investment in Training

2018

As in previous years, the majority of responding employers indicated that they were able to
provide or support employee training during the previous year. Compared to 2018 survey data, a
higher percentage of this year’s respondents reported that they were able to support training (80%
compared to 72%):

x -

72%

2019

YES
80%

14%

14%

NO

N/A

10%

10%

Twenty-five percent of surveyed employers indicated that they had no barriers preventing them from
providing training, representing a decrease of 8% compared to last year’s survey results. Of those
who did have barriers, the top responses remained relatively unchanged compared to last year:

BARRIER

2019

COST

41%

RELEVANT TRAINING IS NOT OFFERED LOCALLY

35%

LOSS OF PRODUCTIVITY DURING TRAINING TIME

31%

LOSING TRAINED EMPLOYEES TO OTHER BUSINESSES

26%

DISTANCE TO TRAINING FACILITY

25%

*Does not total 100% because employers were asked to select the top three reasons that apply

In the comments section, the most frequently mentioned obstacle to training was a lack of employees
willing to be trained. These employers referred to a lack of motivation to receive training. This is
particularly noteworthy because in our recent Employee Survey, one of the key comments mentioned
by employees and job seekers was limited training opportunities. There may be a mismatch between
what employers are offering as training and what employees would like to learn (http://www.
planningboard.ca/reports/employee-survey/).

23
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ABILITY TO PROVIDE TRAINING BY INDUSTRIAL SECTOR
Compared to last year’s results, many sectors reported an increase in the percentage of
employers who were able to offer training.

PERCENTAGE OF EMPLOYERS
THAT PROVIDED TRAINING

SECTOR
AGRICULTURE

68%

CONSTRUCTION

88%

HEALTHCARE AND SOCIAL ASSISTANCE

88%

MANUFACTURING

80%

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADE

65%

Accommodation and food services

76%

Arts, entertainment and recreation

73%

Finance and insurance

100%

Information and cultural industries

75%

Other services (except public administration)

79%

Professional, scientific and technical services

84%

Public administration

100%

Transportation and warehousing

83%

VS. 2018

* Top five industrial sectors in the four county area are highlighted
** Includes only sectors in which ten or more employers responded in both 2018 and 2019
*** Increase/decrease represents a change of at least 5%. Slight increase/slight decrease represents a change of less than 5%.
INCREASE

SLIGHT
INCREASE

SLIGHT
DECREASE

DECREASE

NO CHANGE
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ABILITY TO PROVIDE TRAINING BY BUSINESS SIZE
Compared to larger businesses, a smaller percentage of businesses with fewer than ten employees
reported that they were able to provide training during the previous year. This suggests that as
business size increases, an employer’s ability to provide training opportunities may also increase.

BUSINESS SIZE

PERCENTAGE OF BUSINESSES
ABLE TO PROVIDE TRAINING

1-4

60%

5-9

66%

10 - 19

89%

20 - 49

90%

50 - 99

84%

100 +

95%

25
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Comments from Employers
1.
  
  
  

Employers most frequently commented that employees and potential employees
lack a strong work ethic. Nearly half of these comments focused, in particular, on the lack of work
ethic amongst young people. In order to contextualize these comments from local employers,
two things are important to keep in mind:

   • First: In our recent Employee Survey, younger workers (under 29 years old) were the most
      likely to report holding more than one job, desiring – but not securing – full-time
      employment, struggling for over a year to find work, and reporting that they quit
      employment because they were not given enough hours. These obstacles could be
      impacting how workers in this age group are being perceived.
   • Second: There is often a widespread perception that younger generations lack the same
      work ethic held by their older colleagues. Although Millennials may have different
      workplace expectations, research does not support the view that younger generations lack
      the work ethic of their older coworkers.1
2.
  
  
  

The second comment most frequently mentioned by surveyed employers was chronic housing
limitations – both availability and cost – for potential employees. Many employers described
challenges with recruitment because of housing shortages, limited rental housing, and/or high
costs of both purchased and rental housing in communities throughout the four county region.

3.
  
  
  
  
  

The third most frequent comment from employers in this year’s survey was that potential
employees are simply not interested in the types of jobs available. Some employers referred
to struggles finding employees who are willing to work shifts or work on weekends, while others
described challenges finding employees who want to work full-time or part-time. Other
employers mentioned challenges finding employees to fill particular types of roles, work in
certain work environments, or be employed in certain industries.

1
Deal, Jennifer J. https://www.strategy-business.com/article/12102?gko=0334d [Retrieved February 2019].
Berson, Susan A. “Managing Millennials: Bridging This Generation Gap Takes Time, Talking” in ABA Journal, Vol. 101, No. 1 (January
2015), p. 34.
Erickson, Tamara J. “The Millennials” in RSA Journal, Vol. 158, No. 5550 (Summer 2012), pp. 22-25.
Hoffman, Eileen B. “Working Effectively ACROSS the Generations” in Perspectives on Work, Vol. 13, No. 2 (Winter 2010), pp. 29-32.
McGinley, James et al. “Intelligence Community Assessment: Generational Differences in Workplace Motivation” in American Intelligence Journal, Vol. 29, No. 1 (2011), pp. 80-87.
Smola, Karen Way and Charlotte D. Sutton, “Generational Differences: Revisiting Generational Work Values for the New Millennium” in
Journal of Organizational Behavior, Vol. 23, No. 4, (June, 2002), pp.26
363-382.
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Factors Related to Employer Success
This year’s EmployerOne report reflects greater challenges and lower satisfaction for local employers.
In January 2019, a higher percentage of employers reported experiencing hard-to-fill positions during
the previous year and a higher percentage rated the availability of qualified workers as fair or poor.
As noted earlier, these are likely results of a tight labour market in which the unemployment rate is
extremely low and the labour market participation rate remains high.
However, not all employers reported experiencing difficulties during the past year. Although
correlation and causation are not the same, we can correlate certain variables with more positive
employer experiences. Employers who did not experience hard-to-fill positions in 2018 and
employers who rated the availability of qualified workers as excellent or good are two employer
groups whose experiences could be categorized as more successful than average, based on overall
survey results. This section will explore responses to other survey questions that seem to be atypical
of these two groups, and might be factors we can correlate with greater employer success. Although
survey responses for each group are presented separately, there is significant overlap between the
two groups as employers who did not have hard-to-fill positions were many of the same employers
who rated the availability of qualified workers more favourably.

EMPLOYERS WITHOUT HARD-TO-FILL POSITIONS
122 surveyed employers did not have hard-to-fill positions in 2018. As a group, these 122 employers
shared the following characteristics:
1. They experienced different separation dynamics: Those employers who did not have hard-to-fill
   positions were less likely to have experienced separations due to quits or dismissals.
2. They used different recruitment strategies: These employers were more likely to
   have relied on unsolicited resumes when searching for new employees.
3.

They were not more likely to have:

    a. Expanded their search for workers beyond the local region
    b. Used either Employment Ontario service providers or paid recruitment agencies
    c. Offered training to their employees during the previous year
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EMPLOYERS WHO RATED THE AVAILABILITY OF QUALIFIED
WORKERS AS EXCELLENT OR GOOD
Employers who rated the availability of qualified workers as excellent or good
represented 73 survey respondents. As a group, these 73 employers shared the
following characteristics:
1. They used different recruitment strategies: These employers were significantly more likely to
   have relied on trade or professional association publications/sites when searching for new
   employees.
2. They had fewer long-term hard-to-fill positions: These employers struggled for shorter periods of
   time to fill hard-to-fill positions, and very few spent over a year trying to find employees.
3.

They were not more likely to have:

    a. Expanded their search for workers beyond the local region
    b. Used either Employment Ontario service providers or paid recruitment
   
agencies
    c. Offered training to their employees during the previous year

Conclusion
In 2018, the four county region had the lowest unemployment rate, paired with one of the highest
labour force participation rates, in the province. The impact this has had on local worker shortages
was more pronounced in the fifth year of this survey. Some employers mentioned an inability to take
on additional work or expand, or the inevitability of closing or retiring earlier than planned because of
long-term vacancies and lack of available employees.
One of the most significant measures of a tight labour market is the number of long-term hard-tofill positions. According to Statistics Canada, “long-term job vacancies, defined as positions for
which recruitment efforts had been ongoing for 90 days or more, represented 9% of all Canadian job
vacancies in 2016.”2 By this definition, long-term job vacancies represented 88% of local hard-to-fill
positions in 2018, based on this year’s EmployerOne survey. This suggests that job vacancies in our
region have far surpassed the national average for length of time they remain unfilled.
Despite ongoing challenges, employers experienced many successes during the previous year. In
particular, those without hard-to-fill positions and those who rated the availability of qualified workers
more favourably can be further investigated. In 2019-2020, the Planning Board will be focusing
on understanding the labour market experiences of those employers in our region who appear
to be experiencing fewer challenges. This information can then be generalized and shared in an
effort to help those who are struggling more with the effects of a tight labour market. Additionally,
promoting local training programs that focus on upskilling workers to align their skills with available
job opportunities will help connect employers with individuals who are available to work. Finally,
exploring innovative retention strategies to minimize employee turnover will continue to be a key
component of maintaining a resilient local workforce.
2

28
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/daily-quotidien/180220/dq180220b-eng.htm
[Retrieved January 2019].
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Recommendation
1. That Report PDR-CW-24-19 regarding an overview of the ‘Bill 108: More Homes,
More Choices Act’ be received; and
2. That Report PDR-CW-24-19 be forwarded onto the Province of Ontario as the
County of Grey’s comments on the proposed legislation posted on the
Environmental Registry through postings # 019-0016, 019-0017, and 019-0021; and
3. That the Report be shared with member municipalities and conservation
authorities having jurisdiction within Grey County; and
4. That staff be authorized to proceed prior to County Council approval as per
Section 25.6(b) of Procedural By-law 5003-18.

Executive Summary
The Province recently released proposed legislative changes under ‘Bill 108: More Homes,
More Choices Act’ and they are seeking comments by June 1, 2019. Bill 108 proposes to
amend several pieces of Provincial legislation, most notably to the County the;







Planning Act,
Local Planning Appeal Tribunal Act,
Development Charges Act,
Environmental Assessment Act,
Endangered Species Act,
Conservation Authorities Act, and
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Ontario Heritage Act.

County comments have already been submitted on the Endangered Species Act and the
Conservation Authorities Act as these were posted on the Environmental Registry. These
legislative changes impact the provision of housing, development approvals, the County’s ability
to build and maintain public infrastructure, and the collection of development charges. County
staff are supportive of some of the proposed amendments but have some concerns with other
planned changes, in some cases we do not have complete information.

Background and Discussion
On May 2nd, 2019 the Province introduced ‘Bill 108: More Homes, More Choices Act’, which
proposes to amend a broad spectrum of legislation, including but not limited to the;








Planning Act,
Local Planning Appeal Tribunal (LPAT) Act,
Development Charges Act,
Environmental Assessment Act,
Endangered Species Act,
Conservation Authorities Act, and
Ontario Heritage Act.

County staff have focused our review on those legislative changes that would appear to have a
direct impact on the County and our service delivery. The proposed Bill 108 can be found at this
link. The Province is seeking comments on Bill 108 by June 1st, 2019.
What follows are some summaries and comments on the proposed legislative changes through
Bill 108.

Planning Act Changes and Staff Response
The Province is proposing a wide array of changes to the Planning Act, some of which are
directly linked to both the LPAT Act and the Development Charges Act. The proposed changes
to the Planning Act can be summarized as follows, along with a staff response for each section.
1. Additional residential unit policies
Currently the Planning Act requires municipalities to include policies in their official plans that
permit secondary suites (apartments) in either the dwelling on the property, or an accessory
building on the property. The proposed changes would allow for secondary suites in both the
dwelling and the accessory building, and not require landowners to choose between having a
secondary suite in the dwelling or the accessory building.
Staff Response – No concerns provided municipal official plans can still contain the appropriate
criteria relating to servicing, parking, and lot size.
2. Inclusionary zoning policies
Currently some municipalities are prescribed to include inclusionary zoning policies in their
official plan, while others may include inclusionary zoning policies in their plans. Under the
proposed changes, those municipalities that are not prescribed may only contain inclusionary
PDR-CW-24-19
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zoning policies where they relate to; (a) a protected major transit station, or (b) an area where a
development permit system has been established.
Staff Response – Staff fail to see the rationale for the proposed change and would prefer the
existing wording that gives non-prescribed municipalities more flexibility to implement
inclusionary zoning without having to implement a development permit system or be near a
major transit station.
3. Reduction of decision timelines
Currently the Planning Act establishes timeframes for processing development applications or
approving new official plans. If a municipality or approval authority does not make a decision
within these timeframes, the ‘non-decision’ can be appealed to LPAT. These timeframes are
proposed to change as follows:
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Application or Policy Type

Current Timeframe

Proposed Timeframe

Official Plans or Official Plan
Amendments

210 days (which can
be extended by a
further 90 days)

120 days (with no extensions)

Zoning By-laws, Zoning Bylaw Amendments, or Holding
Provisions

150 days

90 days (except where associated
with an official plan amendment, in
which case it’s 120 days)

Plans of Subdivision

180 days

120 days

Staff Response – Staff support the intent of the proposed changes to make the approvals
process more efficient. However, staff note that existing legislative minimum timeframes (e.g. 20
days minimum notice of a public meeting) when compared to Council schedules, may make it
difficult to process applications within this timeframe. In some cases, within a two-tiered
planning system, staff reports are required at both the local and county levels before a final
decision can be reached. In order to get on a council agenda reports may need to be written
two weeks early, and such reports may first need to be adopted by a committee before going
onto council a few weeks later. As such, in working ‘backwards’ in order to reach a final
decision staff may require two months of reporting through committee and council at the local
and county level. The requirement for peer reviews, or addendum studies from the proponent
can also set this timeframe back even further.
Compressed Timeframes
Should this legislation change, County staff will work with municipal staff to try to further
streamline the process wherever possible. However, staff would note that the Province is
essentially requiring that municipalities ‘do their jobs 40% quicker’ without adding any additional
resources or removing any barriers to enable such an expedited process. Staff are confident
that some efficiencies can certainly be found in our processes, but it may be tough to meet the
new deadlines in all circumstances. County Planning and IT staff have been working on
developing a Planning Application Tracking System which we believe will help to create
efficiencies in processing applications as well as better communicating to developers and the
public the status of an application.
While the above timeframes may be somewhat workable for many private development
applications, they do become much more complex when approving a new official plan. The
current legislation allows for one 90-day extension on the processing of an official plan or an
official plan amendment. As evidenced by the Province’s recent review of the County’s Recolour
Grey Official Plan, a 120-day approval can be very difficult to achieve for the approval of a new
official plan.
Pausing Timeframes if Additional Information is Required
It may be reasonable for municipalities and approval authorities to be able to ‘pause’ the
timeframe where additional information is required and where the applicant has agreed to the
extension. For example, if an application is received in July, and additional environmental field
work is required in Spring of the following year, the processing could be ‘paused’ to facilitate
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that field work if mutually agreed upon through an agreement. It is recommended that the
Province consider this as part of the proposed adjustments to the processing timeframes.
Staff would also request that the 90-day extension provision be kept for the approval of new
official plans or five / ten-year reviews.
4. 2017 amendments to the Act (Broader Range of Appeals)
When the Planning Act was amended in 2017 to implement the Local Planning Appeal Tribunal,
it provided a narrower range of opportunity for when an application could be appealed i.e. it had
to be inconsistent with the Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) or not in conformity with a
provincial plan or upper tier plan. The proposed changes would allow for a broader range of
appeals, provided rationale is given for the appeals. Note this change is tied in with changes to
the LPAT Act.
Staff Response – Staff have no concerns with these changes provided appellants are required
to clearly state what they are appealing (e.g. what specific sections of an official plan or zoning
by-law), and the rationale for their appeal.
The current appeal system under LPAT appears to restrict some valid appeals where the
appellant did not include certain wording in their appeal.
5. Third party appeals for non-decisions on official plans
Currently municipalities or private individuals may appeal the non-decision on an official plan or
official plan amendment if timeframes noted above extend beyond the legislated maximum. For
example, if the local municipality adopted an official plan or official plan amendment and the
County as the approval authority failed to make a decision on the official plan or official plan
amendment within the prescribed timeframe then the municipality or private individuals could
appeal the non-decision. Furthermore, municipalities or proponents have the ability to extend
the processing timeframes from 210 days to 300 days (a maximum 90-day extension) for official
plans or official plan amendments. The proposed changes would;
a) only allow non-decision appeals from a municipality that adopted the plan, or the
proponent of an official plan amendment, and
b) eliminate the 90-day extension.
Staff Response – Staff see merit in limiting the non-decision appeals as proposed. However,
staff request the ability to retain the 90-day processing extension for the approval of new official
plans or five / ten-year reviews.
6. Bonusing changes to community benefits charge by-law
Currently section 37 of the Planning Act allows for ‘bonusing’ on development approvals where
additional height or density could be permitted in exchange for the developer providing
additional services or facilities. For example, a developer may be permitted to build an extra
storey on their apartment building, in exchange for that apartment building containing some
affordable housing. The proposed changes would replace the bonusing provisions with new
provisions for Community Benefit Charges (CBCs) By-laws. Community benefits may include
libraries, daycare facilities, or parks. These CBCs would be tied in with the proposed changes
to the Development Charges Act.
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Under the new system a municipality may impose a CBC against a development to pay for
capital costs of facilities and services required as a result of the development. CBCs cannot be
charged against services set out in the Development Charges Act. There are capped
maximums on what CBCs a municipality can charge relative to the land value of the property,
prior to building permits being issued. Municipalities must also hold CBC monies in a special
account and spend or allocate 60% of those monies collected each year.
There would also be regulation-making authority by the Minister to exempt some types of
developments from CBCs.
Staff Response – Bonusing has not been extensively used by Grey’s member municipalities in
recent years, though there were some municipalities that used to utilize bonusing quite
frequently, such as the Town of The Blue Mountains. Bonusing was available to local
municipalities only, not to counties.
In general, some members of the public and developers have questioned the transparency of
bonusing i.e. how are they to know at an application stage whether bonusing will be permitted
on any given application. From a public perspective this can lead to uncertainty on the types of
development that could be located adjacent to them. From a development perspective, it can
be tough to develop your pro forma when unsure of the total density or height that is permitted,
or the costs of the bonusing requested.
In principle, staff would support any changes that make the bonusing or CBCs processes more
transparent to both the public and development community.
The proposed changes would appear to allow both local municipalities and counties to
implement CBCs by-laws. This may or may not lead to confusion or potential duplication with
CBCs at county and municipal levels. For example, where a plan of subdivision and zoning
amendment were being considered it would appear that both the municipality (on the zoning)
and a county (on the subdivision) may be able to request a CBC. That said, however both the
counties and municipalities would appear to be ‘shut-out’ of CBCs where parkland dedication is
also being requested.
Staff also have concerns that having CBCs replace some aspects of the fees collected under
the current development charges program may lead to certain ‘soft services’ being underfunded,
or requiring additional funds from the general levy. This may impact municipalities in Grey more
than the County, where most of our development charges go towards ‘hard services’ (i.e.
roads).
Furthermore, because most municipalities in Grey have not utilized bonusing in the past, it
would mean that they may not be collecting CBCs at all, and simply ‘short’ that funding that
would traditionally have come through development charges. If a developer was proposing to
build at a municipally permitted density, then bonusing simply was not applied (i.e. they were
not seeking extra density). However, in those instances’ municipalities were still collecting
development charges. Depending on how the CBC by-laws work, municipalities may or may
not be eligible for funds here.
At this stage staff are also unaware of what percentage of land value municipalities will be able
to collect CBCs for. Depending on where the Province chooses to set this percentage it could
significantly impact the amount municipalities are able to collect.
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Staff see some concerns with having to spend or allocate 60% of the CBCs monies each year,
unless that allocation can be allocated to longer-term capital projects. There could be a number
of municipal projects ‘on the horizon’ where the CBCs money will not be spent in the current
year but will be allocated in a 5 or 10 year capital plan. Staff understand the intent of not
wanting municipalities to be able to just collect the money and not spend it on the purposes it
was intended for. That said, municipalities should not be required to ‘re-do’ their capital
planning each year, based on new developments being approved that year. It could also impact
municipality’s ability to save for larger projects with collected monies from a number of different
development projects.
Another key element towards the implementation of CBCs will be the transition provisions as
they relate to existing developments where bonusing requirements have yet to be met. If the
Province is to implement CBCs, municipalities with existing bonusing requirements should still
be protected.
7. Parkland by-laws and Community Benefit Charges under section 42 and
conditions under section 51.1
Currently section 42 of the Planning Act allows municipalities to collect 5% of residential land (or
2% for other land use types) for parkland or set alternative parkland provisions by by-law. If
land is not desired, municipalities also have the ability to collect cash-in-lieu of parkland. The
proposed changes would remove the ability for municipalities to set alternative parkland
provisions. Reporting provisions for municipalities that have collected cash-in-lieu monies are
also amended to remove the annual reporting requirement and require ‘reporting as prescribed’.
The changes to section 51.1 appear to remove the ability for a municipality to collect CBCs
where parkland dedication has also been required. Section 42 also contains proposed changes
to synchronize the parkland provisions with CBCs in a similar manner.
Staff Response – staff generally have no concerns with section 42 by-laws as these provisions
for parkland dedication and cash-in-lieu are a municipal responsibility.
Staff have serious concerns with limiting the ability for a municipality to collect CBCs, where
parkland dedication is also being required. If soft services are no longer covered under
development charges, then municipalities are being required to choose between parkland or
soft services. While staff are cognizant that municipalities should not be able to ‘double-dip’ and
collect twice, if community benefits are being collected for matters unrelated to parkland (i.e.
soft services), then CBCs and parkland dedication should be able to be collected in tandem.
8. Restricting third party appeals of plans of subdivision and other subdivision
changes
Currently when a plan of subdivision is approved under section 51 of the Planning Act, anyone
who has participated in the development application process is able to appeal the application to
LPAT (e.g. neighbours, agencies, utilities, municipalities, or the proponent themselves). Under
the proposed changes only municipalities and public bodies, select utilities, and the proponent
can appeal.
Section 51(20) has also been amended to remove the requirement for a minimum of 14 days
clearance between the public meeting for a plan of subdivision, and a decision by an approval
authority.
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Staff Response – staff understand the intent of limiting appeals on plans of subdivision is to
make the development process simpler and more predictable, to ensure housing can become
available more quickly. Staff would question whether disallowing such appeals will have the
desired effect, or if it will simply mean the implementing zoning by-law will instead be appealed.
If the Province’s desired approach is to limit such appeals on new housing, they may consider
whether or not similar provisions should be applied to the implementing zoning by-law. In
instances where lands are pre-zoned by a municipality, there would be no appeal rights for any
neighbours.
Staff see pros and cons to limiting appeal rights in this manner. Under the current system, an
appeal on a plan of subdivision can be costly for all involved and can take up to two years to
move through the appeal process. In limiting such appeals, it may place more pressure on
municipalities, counties, and developers to try to work with neighbours early in the subdivision
process to ensure their comments are heard and addressed to the extent feasible. However, a
cynic may note that limiting such appeals would remove the onus for municipalities, counties,
and developers to work with neighbours as their decisions can be made without the threat of
appeal to LPAT.
That said, it’s also curious that the Province would choose to limit appeals for subdivisions only,
and not for other applications which provide provincial and local benefit (e.g. for employment or
agricultural uses).
It is unclear what the reduction in the 14-day minimum gap between a subdivision public
meeting and a decision means at this stage. Based on the wording provided it would appear to
mean that a public meeting could be held and a municipality or county could approve the
subdivision the next day, or possibly even the night of the meeting.
9. Development permit system at local municipal/Minister discretion
Currently the Minister or an upper-tier municipality may require a local municipality to establish a
development permit system. Local municipalities have discretion as to which lands said
development permit systems would apply to. Under the proposed changes the upper-tier would
no longer have the ability to require local municipalities to develop a development permit
system. The Minister would however have the ability to dictate which lands the development
permit system would apply to.
Staff Response – at this stage staff are not clear under which circumstances the Minister would
require such a development permit system. Staff would recommend that some municipal
autonomy be permitted in selecting which lands were appropriate for a development permit
system.
10. Regulation-making powers
Through the proposed changes the Minister now has increased ability to make transitional
regulations based on changes to the legislation.
Staff Response – staff generally have no concerns with these provisions, provided transitional
regulations fairly consider the public, development industry, and municipal interests in planning
matters which are already in process prior to a legislative change. As much as possible, the
existing planning matters, and future planning matter should be treated in a fair and equitable
manner.
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Local Planning Appeal Tribunal Act (LPAT) Changes and Staff
Response
LPAT was initially implemented through Bill 139 in 2017 to replace the Ontario Municipal Board
(OMB). The changes to LPAT through Bill 108 would now be ‘un-doing’ a number of the Bill 139
changes, in favour of returning to the previous OMB system. The moniker LPAT would still
remain, and some hybrid systems between the current LPAT and the previous OMB would form
the basis for the new tribunal procedures. The proposed changes are as follows;
1. LPAT can now require mediation, prior to a contested hearing, even where all parties
have not previously consented to mediation.
2. LPAT can limit examination or cross examination of witnesses.
3. Participants (i.e. non-parties with some standing) to a proceeding will be required to
make their submissions in writing only, rather than being permitted to give oral evidence
at the hearing.
4. Case Management Conferences (CMCs) can now be required by LPAT for appeals in
certain matters (official plans, official plan amendments, zoning amendments, or plans of
subdivision).
5. Hearings will once again be conducted in a de novo fashion.
6. The tribunal can now set and charge different fees in respect to different classes of
proceedings.
7. Hearings can now be decided based on the ‘best planning outcome’ versus the narrower
tests of consistency and conformity under the current system.
Aside from the proposed legislative changes, the government also announced they will be;



closing the Local Planning Appeal Support Centre (LPASC), which was meant to guide
citizens through the LPAT and planning appeals process, as of June 30, 2019, and
providing LPAT with $1 million in order to appoint more adjudicators to clear the current
backlog of appeals.

Staff Response – staff are generally supportive in principle of the proposed changes to the
LPAT Act; however would note that municipalities have never really had the opportunity to fully
experience the new LPAT system and therefore the new LPAT system may in fact be better
than the proposed changes to LPAT. County staff recommend that more time be given to
experience the new LPAT process and then do a review of that process say one year from now
to see if any changes are required by consulting with municipalities, agencies, developers, and
the public.
The provisions which may require mediation appear to be a positive change, as mediation is
generally favourable to having to go to a contested hearing. Limiting participants to written
statements would also appear to still give an opportunity for participation, while limiting overall
timing of a hearing.
The changes to the LPAT would appear to limit the instances where a decision gets sent back
to a municipal council for a new decision, which may be perceived as a ‘step backwards’. Staff
have no firm opinion on this matter, as we never had the opportunity to experience this process
under the current LPAT system. County staff recommend that this process remain in the LPAT
Act so that municipalities can test this process to see if it is beneficial for all parties involved.
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Allowing for planning decisions to be made based on the best possible planning outcome would
appear to be reasonable, but could lead to greater uncertainty on the types of decisions that get
made. For example, if the Tribunal were to grant a decision which attempts to appease all
parties, rather than a decision which best aligns with the current planning policy it could lead to
unpredictable decisions.
Staff’s biggest concern is the transition provision regarding how appealed decisions are dealt
with. Currently there are some appeals still being processed under the former OMB system and
some appeals processed under the current LPAT system. If the new changes are to add a ‘third
category’ it could further confuse matters for municipalities, the public, and adjudicators.
Staff are supportive of efforts to try to deal with appeal matters in a timelier manner, provide
new appeals are not ‘jumping the queue’ over existing matters under appeal. As an example,
the County recently had a hearing scheduled for a matter in July 2020. Should the new monies
be provided to clear the backlog, perhaps existing appeals could be moved forward, and future
appeals could fill some of those timeslots previously booked for existing appeals in 2020.

Development Charges Act Changes and Staff Response
Schedule 3 of Bill 108 contains proposed amendments to the Development Charges (DC) Act.
There are three key changes to the Act regarding secondary suites, soft services and
administrative matters.
1. Secondary suites exempted
The proposed changes to the DC Act would exempt the creation of a secondary suite in new
residential buildings from development charges including second units within ancillary dwellings.
The classes of residential buildings that will be eligible for this exemption will be prescribed in
regulation.
Staff response – Secondary suites are a good opportunity to be able to assist homeowners
with the costs of housing. By permitting a secondary unit it allows homeowners to collect
revenue to help offset their housing costs. Secondary suites are also a good way to increase
the amount of affordable rental housing throughout Grey County. Grey County’s current DC Bylaws exempt secondary units within and attached to existing residential dwellings. Council has
also supported in principle revisions to the DC By-law that would exempt secondary units within
detached buildings (i.e. ancillary buildings and structures such as coach and laneway house or
a secondary unit above a detached garage). County staff therefore recommend supporting the
proposed DC exemptions for secondary units.
2. Changes to Development Charge treatment of ‘Soft Services’
As noted under the proposed changes to the Planning Act, the Province is proposing to replace
bonusing provisions with something that is called a Community Benefit Charge (CBC). Under
the new CBC, municipalities will be able to charge developers directly for community benefits
such as libraries and daycare facilities. The new CBC would also replace discounted
services/soft services from the DC Act and therefore only hard services/infrastructure costs and
other prescribed eligible costs would be eligible for collection through DC’s including roads,
water, wastewater (sewer), stormwater, transit, waste diversion and the protection services of
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policing and fire. It appears that the proposed charges permitted under the CBC would be
capped based on a portion of the appraised value of land.
Staff Response - Currently discounted services/soft services collected under the County DC
include growth capital costs associated with paramedic services, provincial offences, trails,
growth related studies (e.g. growth management plans), and growth-related capital costs
associated with the Grey Bruce Health Unit. Road infrastructure currently represents over 90%
of the County’s DC and therefore this proposed changed would have minimal impact to the
County compared to other municipalities. This change will likely cause certain ‘soft services’
being underfunded or require additional funds from the general levy.
Some of the ‘soft services’ identified as examples under the new CBC are currently
administered by the County (e.g. daycare facilities) and therefore it is not clear as to how
administratively the new CBC would work. For example, if a CBC is set for new daycare
facilities, are local municipalities able to collect this charge and transfer to the County? Can the
County collect the CBC if parkland dedication is being collected by a local municipality? Once
collected, are there limitations on how and where the charges collected can be utilized? More
information regarding the proposed new CBC is necessary to determine if this would adequately
address the growth-related costs related to ‘soft-services’. Ultimately, County staff would like
the new CBC to maintain the level of charges collected for growth-related soft services that are
currently eligible under the DC Act. It is important to ensure that growth continues to pay for
growth and that any increases required to soft-services from growth is not being paid by existing
tax payers.
3. Administration
There are proposed changes as to when development charge rates would be calculated.
Currently, development charge rates are determined at the time when the first building permit is
issued. The proposed changes to the Act would ‘freeze’ development charge rates earlier on in
the development process (e.g. when an application is made for a site plan or zoning approval).
Development charges would continue to be paid at the time of building permit issuance,
however the DC rate could be lower than what would normally be collected. Municipalities are
able to charge interest from the time the DC rate has been frozen until time of payment of the
DC.
There are also proposed changes to DC’s regarding rental housing, institutional, industrial,
commercial, and non-profit housing developments. For these types of developments, the DC’s
would be paid in six equal annual instalments with the first installment starting at the earlier of
either issuance of occupancy permit and the date the building is first occupied. Municipalities
will be able to charge interest from the time of building permit issuance up to the maximum
amount prescribed. Any front-ending/deferral payment agreements reached prior to the Act
coming into force will be preserved.
Staff Response – with respect to the proposed changes as to when the DC rate would be
calculated, what this likely means is that there will be less DC’s collected. DC’s generally
increase over time, especially in areas where growth continues to increase. Within Grey
County, we have been experiencing overall growth which has resulted in DC’s increasing over
time in order for the increased growth to pay for growth related costs. If DC rates are calculated
earlier on in the process, this will likely mean that the DC’s to be collected would be lower than
expected. At the same time, by ‘freezing’ DC rates at time of application submission it provides
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developers with greater certainty as to what the DC’s they will be paying at time of building
permit. One concern is tracking the DC rates to be paid as some developments do not require a
site plan and/or zoning amendment and therefore there will be different DC rates that will need
to be tracked for each development. This could add administrative costs to tracking the various
DC rates and may require a technological solution (i.e. software) to help track these different
rates for each development. Currently, County DC’s are collected by local municipalities and
therefore if these proposed Act changes were approved, the County would work with local
municipalities on determining the best way to track and monitor the DC rates for various
developments.
With respect to the proposed changes to DC’s regarding rental housing, institutional, industrial,
commercial, and non-profit housing developments. What this means is that the full DC will be
collected eventually, it will just be delayed. This has a similar effect as a deferral agreement
which municipalities are currently able to consider. Municipalities will be able to charge interest
from time of building permit and the interest rate will be determined by regulation. County staff
recommend that the interest rate identified through regulation use a standard index rate tied to
inflationary costs.
County staff generally have no concerns with these proposed changes, however this could add
to the administrative costs noted above for tracking when occupancy has occurred. If an
occupancy permit is required, then tracking this should be less of an issue; however if an
occupancy permit is not required the responsibility rests with the owner to notify the municipality
within 5 business days that occupancy has occurred. Who is going to track and enforce these
situations and what administrative costs will result from this tracking and enforcement?
Council has supported in principle looking at exempting rental housing and non-profit housing
developments from a County DC and therefore the proposed changes would not have an impact
to this proposed DC By-law change. The County currently does not collect a DC for industrial,
commercial and institutional developments and therefore the proposed changes to the Act will
not have an impact for the County. Current deferral agreements would not be impacted by the
proposed changes to the Act.
Some other proposed changes include:
4. Removing the 10 per cent statutory deduction for waste diversion capital costs (not
including landfill sites, landfill services, or incineration). This means that local
municipalities will be able to collect the full waste diversion capital costs for growth
related costs. We believe that the Province is considering this change to allow local
municipalities to collect more DC’s for green bin programs which is being encouraged in
the Made in Ontario Environment Plan. This is a positive change in our opinion.
5. Exempting the conversion of communal areas to residential units in rental buildings from
development charges. This would allow communal areas within existing residential
buildings to be converted to residential units without triggering a DC. County staff
generally have no concerns with this proposed amendment as it would enable more
rental housing to be created.
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Environmental Assessment Act Changes and Staff Response
The Province is proposing to increase the exemptions for low risk activities within the municipal
Class EA process. These may include activities such as installing speed bumps, de-icing, street
scaping, etc. County staff support exempting low risk activities within the municipal Class EA
process as it will help to speed-up infrastructure improvements and help to reduce overall costs
for certain projects.

Endangered Species Act Changes and Staff Response
See Addendum to Staff Report PDR-CW-14-19

Conservation Authorities Act Changes and Staff Response
The proposed changes to the Conservation Authority Act (CAA) released as part of Schedule 2
of Bill 108 are consistent with the proposed changes identified in the earlier ERO posting (site
ERO) and summarized in County staff report PDR-CW-22-19. Further detail has been provided
with these legislative changes, including the proposed change regarding non-mandatory
services. The proposed CAA changes indicate that conservation authorities (CA’s) will continue
to be authorized to provide other programs and services beyond their core services (i.e. nonmandatory services). If financing by a participating municipality is required to provide these
non-mandatory programs, CA’s and the participating municipality must enter into an agreement
in order for the CA to provide the program or service. This could include providing comments
on development applications related to natural heritage for example. The CA will be prohibited
from including capital costs and operating expenses for these programs and services if no such
agreement has been entered into on and after a day prescribed by regulation. CA’s will be
required to prepare and implement a transition plan in order to ensure compliance with this
requirement when it takes effect.
Staff Response - Based on the proposed changes to the CAA, municipalities will need to enter
into agreements with the CA’s in order for CA’s to continue to offer non-core programs and
services. This could lead to an inconsistent delivery of programs and services throughout a
watershed as some municipalities may opt in for certain programs and services while others
may not. For those that opt in, the cost to continue these programs and services could increase
if not all municipalities were to opt in. This could lead to a reduction in programs and services
being offered by CA’s as they may not have a collective mass to continue certain programs and
services. This will require a coordinated response and determination for what programs and
services municipalities will want CA’s to continue to provide beyond core mandated services.
Grey Sauble Conservation Authority currently manages County Forests and County Trails under
a contract agreement with Grey County. This is a ‘fee for service’ agreement. The proposal is
to renew this agreement contract in 2019 and therefore it will be important to structure this
agreement to address any changes to the legislation.
CA’s provide key programs and services that protect our watersheds and therefore it is
important that municipalities collectively support these programs and services in order for our
watersheds to continue to be healthy.
CA’s will also be authorized to determine the amounts owed by municipalities in relation to
programs and services that the CA provides in respect of the Clean Water Act (i.e. source
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protection plans). What this likely means is that the Province will no longer be providing funding
for the implementation and enforcement of Source Protection Plans and instead these will be
fully funded by local municipalities with the services being offered by the CA’s.

Ontario Heritage Act Changes and Staff Response
Schedule 11 of Bill 108 contains proposed amendments to the Ontario Heritage Act. The main
amendment in this section proposes to provide an owner of a property the right to object being
placed on a municipal registry, which lists all properties that have been designated, or
properties that have not been designated but have a heritage value. Property owners can now
provide notice of objections to the municipal councils as to whether a property should continue
to be included on the registry. Property owners would have the ability to appeal any council
decision to the LPAT. Other proposed amendments to the Act includes changes around the
process and timelines in which a municipal council may designate a property, changes to the
definition of ‘alter’ and ‘alteration’ and amending section 34 and 34.5 to restrict the demolition or
removal of any attribute associated with heritage value.
Staff Response – Based on the proposed changes, property owners would now have more
influence over heritage designations on their property. Providing owners with the ability to
provide notice of objection allows more transparency throughout the designation process and
gives owners the ability to voice concerns before the property is placed on the registry. While
County planning staff are supportive of these changes we recognize that the need for property
owners to object to being placed on the registry will seldom occur. Municipalities within the
County tend to have extensive consultation with property owners regarding designation and
would seek positive feedback before placing a property on the registry. While County staff
appreciate and are supportive of appeals rights to property owners, staff do not foresee these
rights being exercised as hostile heritage designations are rarely supported by municipal council
and staff. Overall, the proposed amendments are seeking to provide property owners with
legislative appeal rights in rare instances of when municipal staff are in disagreement with
owners regarding heritage designation.

General Comments
Based on the nature of the legislative changes being proposed, and the potential for both
positive and negative impacts, the Province should consider a more robust consultation on
these proposed changes. The current Environmental Registry posting was posted on May 2nd
and comments are due by June 1st. This short timeframe does not give municipalities and other
stakeholders much time to (a) respond, (b) ask questions, or (c) consult. Staff would
recommend that the consultation period be extended to at least 90 days, to allow for a more
robust consultation on these topics.
Committee of the Whole supported staff reports Addendum to PDR-CW-14-19, regarding the
Endangered Species Act changes, and PDR-CW-22-19, regarding the Conservation Authority
Act changes, at their May 9th, 2019 meeting. A copy of these County staff reports can be found
in the Attachments section of this report. These comments will not be reiterated in this Report,
unless there are any new comments arising from the additional materials provided through Bill
108.
In addition, the Committee also endorsed the following motion as it pertains to the Conservation
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Authority Act changes.
“WHEREAS Climate Change and flooding are mounting threats in Grey and
Conservation Authorities provide services including real-time flood forecasting,
emergency planning support and water-related studies; and
WHEREAS, in 1996, the total provincial Section 39 Transfer Payment to all of Ontario’s
conservation authorities for Flood and Erosion Control and Natural Hazard Prevention
was reduced from $50-million to $7.4-million, and Grey Sauble Conservation Authority’s
and Saugeen Valley Conservation Authority’s share of this payment has remained static
at $71,779 and $157,669 since 1996; and
WHEREAS the recent Provincial Budget has further reduced Grey Sauble Conservation
Authority’s and Saugeen Valley Conservation Authority’s Section 39 Transfer Payments
about 50% to $37,055 and $81,396; and
WHEREAS this will affect emergency management supports and municipal planning,
zoning, and development input provided by Grey Sauble Conservation Authority and
Saugeen Valley Conservation Authority; and
WHEREAS there is a provincial role in province-wide flood risks reduction and
emergency management, and investments in prevention can potentially avoid or reduce
losses to life and property and major expenditures during and after an emergency; and
WHEREAS the Ontario Government’s Proposal on the Environmental Registry of
Ontario 013-5018 on Modernizing Conservation Authority (CA) Operations proposes to
define a limited list of the core mandatory programs and services for CAs; and
THAT Grey County recognizes the value provided by the work of the CAs, supports the
current multi-municipality governance model for the selection of programs, and the
current municipal levying approach that includes annual input from Local Municipal
Councils; and
THAT Grey County recommends that the province acknowledge their strong and positive
provincial role in flood risk reduction programs and reinstate funding to CAs; and
THAT Grey County Staff be directed to provide a copy of this resolution to the
Environmental Registry of Ontario prior to the May 20th deadline, to Ministers Bill Walker
and Lisa Thompson, Ministers MECP, MNRF and MOF, the Premier, AMO, ROMA,
OSUM, and Conservation Ontario.”

Legal and Legislated Requirements
The effect of new legislative changes can sometimes be tough to predict at this early stage, as
some of the future changes will be implemented through Regulation. Some of the changes are
welcomed by the County, however there are changes that cause concern, or are difficult to
interpret at this stage.

Financial and Resource Implications
At this stage there are no immediate financial or resource implications to this discussion paper,
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as the full details of its implementation are not known.
Staff will continue to monitor Bill 108 and keep County Council aware of any major changes, or
regulatory changes.

Relevant Consultation
☒ Internal: Planning, Transportation Services, Housing, Legal Services, Corporate

Services and CAO.
☒ External: Member Municipalities and Conservation Authorities within Grey (to be circulated
following Committee of the Whole)

Appendices and Attachments
Staff Report PDR-CW-22-19
Addendum to Staff Report PDR-CW-14-19
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Committee Report
To:

Warden Hicks and Members of Grey County Council

Committee Date:

May 23, 2019

Subject / Report No:

PDR-CW-25-19

Title:

Recolour Grey – Draft Provincial Modifications

Prepared by:

County Planning Staff

Reviewed by:

Kim Wingrove

Lower Tier(s) Affected: All Municipalities
Status:

Recommendation adopted by Committee of the Whole as
presented as per Resolution CW121-19;

Recommendation
1.

That Report PDR-CW-25-19 be received which provides a summary of
the draft modifications proposed by the Ministry of Municipal Affairs;
and

2.

That staff be directed to provide the comments outlined in the attached
‘Appendix A – Recolour Grey Provincial Modifications Chart’ to the
Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing staff for their consideration
prior to issuing a final decision; and

3.

That staff be authorized to proceed prior to County Council approval as
per Section 25.6 (b) of Procedural By-law 5003-18.

Executive Summary
County Council adopted Recolour Grey, the County’s new Official Plan, in October
2018. The Province has reviewed the plan, commended the County for the
collaborative approach taken during development and is proposing only minor
modifications as part of their final decision. County staff generally have no objections to
the proposed changes and are recommending some minor revisions to add further
clarity and to in some cases to maintain original intent of the adopted policies. The final
version of the Official Plan also includes modifications brought forward by Grey to
address some errors and omissions that staff identified post-adoption. It is
recommended that the comments identified in the draft modifications chart attached to
PDR-CW-25-19
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this Report be sent to Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing staff for their
consideration prior to issuing a final decision.

Background and Discussion
County Council adopted Recolour Grey, the County’s new Official Plan, on October 25,
2018. Following Council’s adoption, the Official Plan was sent to the Ministry of
Municipal Affairs and Housing for approval. On May 9, 2019, County staff received
correspondence from Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing staff which included a
chart with draft modifications that the Ministry is proposing to Recolour Grey. Attached
to this report is the correspondence and the draft modifications chart from the Ministry.
Ministry staff have asked for comments from the County by May 24th.
County staff have reviewed the proposed modifications and generally have no
objections to the proposed changes. County staff have recommended some minor
wording changes to some of the proposed modifications to add some further clarity.
County staff also recommend revising Appendix E as it appears that there are some
areas where the Bedrock and Shale Resource Areas overlap with designated
Settlement Areas and it was the intent that these areas not overlap. There are some
proposed changes that would delete some text (e.g. proposed Modification 6 and 8) and
County staff are recommending that some of this text be kept as it adds further clarity to
the policies. All the comments from County staff can be found in the proposed
modifications chart attached to this Report.
Some of the proposed modifications include suggested modifications made by County
staff based on some errors and omissions we have identified following adoption of the
Plan. These include the following:
1. Revisions to Schedule C – Natural Heritage System – Cores and Linkages.
Following adoption, staff noticed that there were still some areas where the
Cores and Linkages mapping overlapped certain Settlement Area Designations.
The intent was that Cores and Linkages would be removed where they overlap
designated Settlement Areas and therefore it was recommended that Schedule C
be revised. County staff also received some comments from a landowner
following adoption recommending that we consider revising the location of a
Linkage east of Maxwell. Upon further review with the Grey Sauble Conservation
Authority (GSCA) staff, GSCA identified a watercourse near the proposed
Linkage and therefore we recommended a slight alternation to the Linkage to
follow this watercourse which exists just north of the rural residential lots. The
Province has addressed these recommended changes through proposed
Modification 21.
2. Following adoption, County staff received some Hazard Land mapping revisions
from Grey Sauble Conservation Authority (GSCA) for a property near Big Bay.
PDR-CW-25-19
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GSCA staff were working with a landowner in that area to refine the mapping to
make it more accurate. Based on the revisions received, Grey County staff
recommended that Secondary Schedule Map 1b be replaced to show this
updated hazard land mapping. The Province has addressed this recommended
change through proposed Modification 18.
3. Comments were received post adoption concerning parcel mapping shown on
Secondary Schedule 3n – Ayton in that there was a concern that the parcel
mapping was not depicted correctly. We have updated the parcel mapping using
the latest Ownership Parcel data from Teranet. It was recommended that
Secondary Schedule Map 3n – Ayton be replaced with the revised parcel
mapping. The Province has addressed this recommended change in proposed
Modification 20.
4. West Grey – Industrial Business Park designation (Schedule A – Map 3). When
the Hazard Lands were changed, a portion of the existing Industrial Business
Park should have been mapped to match what exists on the ground. We
recommended that Schedule A – Map 3 be replaced to show the correct
boundary of the existing Industrial Business Park area as a result of the Hazard
Land mapping being revised previously. The Province has addressed this
recommended change in proposed Modification 20.
5. Staff recommended some minor wording changes to Section 5.2.1(1)(g) to clarify
that this only applies to segments of the population whose primary means of
transportation is horse and buggy and active transportation and not just active
transportation (i.e. replacing ‘or’ with ‘and’ and rearranging the wording). The
Province addressed this recommended change in proposed Modification 5.
County staff greatly appreciate the Province’s inclusion of the County recommended
modifications in their draft modification list. Once the Province has approved the Official
Plan, the decision is final and the Province’s decision can no longer be appealed based
on the most recent changes to the Planning Act.
It is recommended that the comments provided in the draft modifications chart attached
to this Report be sent to the Province for their consideration. Given the due date for
comments, it is recommended that staff proceed with sharing these comments prior to
the formal adoption by Council as per Section 25.6(b) of Procedural By-law 5003-18.

Legal and Legislated Requirements
Planning Act including the Provincial Policy Statement

Financial and Resource Implications
None
PDR-CW-25-19
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Relevant Consultation
☒

Internal (CAO, Clerks)

☐

External (list)

Appendices and Attachments
Ministry Correspondence dated May 9, 2019 which includes draft modifications to
Recolour Grey – County’s Adopted Official Plan (Attached)
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#

1

Official Plan
Policy/
Schedule
Policy 3.4
19)

2

Policy 3.4.2
2) b)

3

Policy 3.4.3

Provincial
Legislation/
Policy
PPS s. 6.0

Ministry Staff comments

The deletion of the sentence “In cases where
local municipalities do not have official plans and
where employment lands are being reallocated,
a zoning by-law amendment would initiate a
comprehensive review.” is consistent with the
PPS definition of comprehensive review, which
is an official plan review or official plan
amendment and not a zoning by-law
amendment.
PPS policy
The replacement of the phrase “not encouraged,
1.1.3.8 c) 1.
and will only be considered as a last resort,
where all other avoidance and mitigation
measures have been exhausted” with “not
permitted” is consistent with PPS policy 1.1.3.8
c) 1., which prohibits settlement area boundary
expansions into specialty crop areas.
Municipal Act The replacement of this policy clarifies the
s. 173 and
Minister’s role in municipal restructuring
PPS policy
proposals (i.e., Minister’s orders for annexations
1.1.3.8
and amalgamations) set out in Section 173 of
the Municipal Act and is consistent with the PPS
policy 1.1.3.8 requirement for a comprehensive
review to justify any proposed expansion of a
settlement area.

Proposed Modification for Consideration

Grey County comments

In policy 3.4 19), delete the sentence “In cases where
local municipalities do not have official plans and where
employment lands are being reallocated, a zoning by-law
amendment would initiate a comprehensive review.”

No concerns but it does leave those without official plans more
‘leeway’ than those that have gone through an exercise to
designate employment lands in their municipal official plan.

In policy 3.4.2 2) b), delete the phrase “not encouraged,
and will only be considered as a last resort, where all
other avoidance and mitigation measures have been
exhausted” and replace it with the phrase “not permitted”.

While it has the potential to impact settlement areas like Thornbury,
this is clearly a PPS consistency issue, and therefore the Province
is justified in making this change.

In policy 3.4.3, delete the policy in its entirety and replace it
with “Municipal restructuring is a process under the
Municipal Act to alter municipal boundaries through
annexation and amalgamation. Annexations alter
municipal boundaries by moving jurisdiction for land from
one municipality to another. Amalgamations are mergers
of neighbouring municipalities. A local municipality may,
subject to the requirements of the Municipal Act, make a
restructuring proposal by submitting a restructuring report
to the Minister of Municipal Affairs and Housing.
Municipal restructuring may only occur through a Minister’s
order, at the Minister’s discretion.
Following a restructuring order from the Minister, a
comprehensive review would be required to justify any
proposed expansion of a settlement area, as per Section
3.4.2 of this Plan.”

No concerns.

Appendix A – Recolour Grey Provincial Modifications Chart – Page 1 of 7
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4

5

Policy 4.5.1
2)

Policy 5.2.1
1)

Ontario
Heritage Act
O. Reg
170/04 and
PPS policy
2.6

Ministry of Tourism Culture and Sport records
indicate that registered marine archaeological
sites are located within the County. The addition
of a new bullet requiring a marine archaeological
assessment for planning applications or
infrastructure projects located at or below the
high-water mark complies with O. Reg 170/04
under the Ontario Heritage Act and is consistent
with PPS policy 2.6.2 regarding archaeological
resources.

PPS policy
2.3.6.1 b)
and
Guideline
#37 of
OMAFRA
Publication
853

The replacement of bullet g) at the request of
Grey County staff clarifies that institutional uses
on existing lots may be permitted, subject to
PPS policy 2.3.6.1 b) criteria, for communities
whose primary means of transportation is by
horse and buggy and active transportation. This
modification is aligned with Guideline #37 of
OMAFRA Publication 853: The Minimum
Separation (MDS) Document, which considers
existing, new and expanding churches, schools
and cemeteries intended to serve communities
reliant on horse-drawn vehicles as a
predominate mode of transportation to be
considered as Type A (less sensitive) land uses
for the purposes of MDS and is also consistent
with PPS policy 2.3.6.1 b) regarding limited nonresidential uses in prime agricultural areas.

In policy 4.5.1 2), add a new sixth bullet with the following
wording: “The County shall, prior to approving planning
applications or infrastructure projects impacting areas at or
below the high- water mark of any body of water, require a
marine archaeological assessment to be conducted by a
licensed marine archaeologist, pursuant to the Ontario
Heritage Act. Any marine archaeological resource that is
identified shall be reported to the Ministry of Tourism,
Culture and Sport.”

While this appears onerous on the face of it, if it only applies to
applications or infrastructure projects below the high-water mark
then it really should not impact that many applications, or Countylevel infrastructure projects. This policy makes sense in the scope
of major projects but should not be interpreted to include every new
dock or shoreline well installation across the County (though
typically we would not see planning applications for docks or
shoreline wells).

In policy 5.2.1 1), delete bullet g) and replace it with
No concerns – County staff requested this minor modification.
“Institutional uses on existing lots, serving those segments Not sure if municipalities that have harbours, ports, or water lines
of the population whose primary means of transportation is into Georgian Bay would have concerns or not.
via horse and buggy and active transportation, subject to
policy 5.2.2(4)(b);”.

Appendix A – Recolour Grey Provincial Modifications Chart – Page 2 of 7
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6

Policies 5.2.3 PPS policies
1) a) and
2.3.4.1 a)
5.2.3 3)
and 2.3.4.2

This modification clarifies that, for consent to
sever a farm lot smaller than 40 hectares, an
agricultural report is required to demonstrate that
smaller farm lots sizes are appropriate and
economically viable, which is consistent with
PPS policy 2.3.4.1 a) regarding lot creation for
agricultural uses in prime agricultural areas.
Additionally, the modification clarifies that lot
adjustments in prime agricultural areas may only
be permitted for legal or technical reasons in
accordance with PPS policy 2.3.4.2.

In policy 5.2.3 1) a), delete the phrase “smaller farm lot” and No concerns with the modification to 5.2.3 1) a).
replace it with the phrase “farm lot smaller than 40
hectares”. In policy 5.2.3 3), delete the policy in its entirety
and replace it with the following wording: “Lot adjustments in
With respect to 2.3.4.2, the Provincial modification is consistent with
the Agricultural land use type may only be permitted for
the PPS. However, the wording in the adopted Recolour Grey
legal or technical reasons.”
County Plan offers more explanation as to when such lot additions
may be appropriate and what justification is required. The Provincial
wording can lead to unintended policy interpretation issues as to
what the term ‘minor boundary adjustments’ means. For example,
farmer ‘A’ has 60 hectares and farmer ‘B’ has an abutting farm with
40 hectares. Farmer A wishes to sell farmer B 20 hectares to add
onto their existing 40 hectares. The end result of the land
transaction is that both farms would still meet County policies of
maintaining farm sizes of generally 40 hectares or greater, and
therefore would be supported. However, staff have been
questioned as to whether a 20-hectare addition can be considered
a ‘minor boundary adjustment’. Staff can ‘live with’ the Provincial
modification as it is the direct wording from the PPS, but prefer the
wording as adopted in Recolour Grey as it provides further clarity.

7

Policy 5.3.2
4)

PPS policy
1.1.3.8 c) 1

In policy 5.3.2 4), delete the phrase “, unless there is
no other alternative outside of the Special Agricultural
land use type”.

While it has the potential to impact settlement areas like Thornbury,
this is clearly a PPS consistency issue, and therefore the Province
is justified in making this change.

8

Policy 5.3.3
3)

PPS policy
2.3.4.2

The deletion of the phrase “, unless there is no
other alternative outside of the Special
Agricultural land use type” is consistent with
PPS policy 1.1.3.8 c) 1., which prohibits
settlement area boundary expansions into
specialty crop areas.
The replacement of this policy clarifies that lot
adjustments in specialty crop areas may only be
permitted for legal or technical reasons, in
accordance with PPS policy 2.3.4.2.

In policy 5.3.3 3), delete the policy in its entirety and
replace it with the following wording: “Lot adjustments in
the Special Agricultural land use type may only be
permitted for legal or technical reasons.”

See comments on modification # 6 above.

9

Policy 5.6.2
6)

PPS policy
2.5.2.4

This modification reflects the wording of PPS
policy 2.5.2.4 regarding the protection of mineral
aggregate operations from development that
would preclude or hinder their expansion or
continued use.

In policy 5.6.2 6), delete the phrase “future aggregate
extraction” after the word “hinder” and replace it with the
phrase “expansion or continued use” .

No concerns provided the term “of aggregate operations” is added
after “continued use”. The Provincial modification as worded does
not make it clear what is being expanded or what use is being
continued.
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10 Policy
5.6.2.7 a)

PPS policy
2.5.2.5

The replacement of “aggregate operation” with
the defined term “aggregate resource area”
clarifies the purpose of the policy and is
consistent with PPS policy 2.5.2.5 regarding the
protection of lands adjacent to mineral
aggregate resources.

In policy 5.6.2.7 a), delete the phrase “aggregate operation”
and replace it with the italicized term “aggregate resource
area”.

The County wording in Recolour Grey is currently unclear, but the
Provincial modification wording could also lead to interpretation
issues. As the aggregate resource areas may extend well beyond
the property boundaries of the proposed development. The wording
should be changed as follows:
In policy 5.6.2.7 a), delete the phrase “aggregate operation” and
replace it with the italicized term “proposed non-agricultural uses or
non-farm sized lot creation”.

11 Policy 5.6.2
11)

This modification further clarifies that lot
adjustments in prime agricultural areas and
specialty crop areas may only be permitted for
legal or technical reasons, in accordance with
PPS policy 2.3.4.2.

In policy 5.6.2 11), add the following new sentence after
the existing policy: “Lot adjustments in the Agricultural land
use type and Special Agricultural land use type may only
be permitted for legal or technical reasons.”

No concerns.

12 Policies 5.6.5 PPS policies
5) and 5.6.5
2.3.3.3,
11)
2.5.3.1, and
2.5.4.1

This modification clarifies the purpose of the
policy and identifies “agricultural condition” as a
defined term, which is consistent with PPS
policies 2.3.3.3, 2.5.3.1, and 2.5.4.1 regarding
aggregate extraction and rehabilitation in prime
agricultural areas.

In policy 5.6.5 5), add the phrase “the requirement” after
the word “trigger”. In policy
5.6.5 11), italicise both instances of the term
“agricultural condition”.

No concerns.

13 Policy 5.6.6
2)

The replacement of this sentence adds the
requirement to protect Bedrock and Shale
Resource Areas identified in Appendix E, subject
to criteria, which is consistent with PPS policy
2.5.2.5.

In policy 5.6.6 2), delete the sentence “This mapping will
not be used to assess site-specific development
applications at this stage.” and replace with the following
sentence: “Within Bedrock and Shale Resource Areas
shown on Appendix E and on adjacent lands, development
and activities which would preclude or hinder the
establishment of new operations or access to the
resources shall only be permitted if resource use would not
be feasible; or the proposed land use or development
serves a greater long-term public interest; and issues of
public health, public safety and environmental impact are
addressed.”

County staff had raised concerns about the lack of public
consultation on this mapping and the impacts. That said, the
Province is correct that the PPS requires said policy.

The replacement of the phrase “Wildland Fire
Assessment and Mitigation Standards” with
“Hazardous Forest Types for Wildland Fire”
corrects a technical error and clarifies the intent
of the policy, which is consistent with PPS policy
3.1.8 regarding wildland fires.

In policy 7.8, delete the term “Wildland Fire Assessment
and Mitigation Standards” before the phrase “are
defined as forest types” and replace it with the italicised
term “Hazardous Forest Types for Wildland Fire”.

No concerns.

14 Policy 7.8

PPS policy
2.3.4.2

PPS policy
2.5.2.5

PPS policy
3.1.8

Upon further review of the Bedrock and Shale Resource Area
mapping, there appears to be some overlap with some of the
Settlement Area designations. The intent was to remove the
Bedrock and Shale Resource Areas where they overlapped with a
designated Settlement Area. As such, County staff recommend
that Appendix E be replaced with a revised Appendix E to ensure
that these areas do not overlap Settlement Areas. See revised
Appendix E attached to this Report.
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15 Policy 8.11.1
(Significant
Threats)

South
Georgian
Bay Lake
Simcoe
Source
Protection
Plan

This modification corrects a typographical error
by renumbering the second occurrence of policy
8.11.1, as this policy number occurs twice in the
adopted new Plan. Additionally, the modification
clarifies that some Source Protection Plans,
namely the South Georgian Bay Lake Simcoe
Source Protection Plan, contain low or moderate
threat policies (e.g., Policy number LUP-5
encouraging master environmental servicing
plans as part of a complete application) that
apply to decisions under the Planning Act and
Condominium Act. The modification complies
with the South Georgian Bay Lake Simcoe
Source Protection Plan.

In the second instance of policy 8.11.1, in relation to
significant threats, renumber this policy “8.11.2”. In
renumbered policy 8.11.2 1), delete the word “no” after the
phrase “generally have” and replace it with the word “few”.
Delete the sentence “A future official plan amendment to
this Plan may consider including implementing policies and
mapping associated with significant groundwater recharge
areas and/or highly vulnerable aquifers if recommended
through the local source protection plans.”

No concerns.
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16 Policy 9.18

PPS s. 6.0

The definitions of agricultural land use type,
areas of archaeological potential,
comprehensive review, prime agricultural area,
and rural land use type are modified to improve
consistency with PPS section 6 definitions.
Additionally, the PPS definitions of hazardous
forest types for wildland fire and rural lands are
added as new definitions to improve consistency
with the PPS.

In policy 9.18, modify the following definitions:

No concerns.

In the definition of AGRICULTURAL LAND USE TYPE,
delete the term “prime agricultural lands” after the phrase
“Any new or revised mapping of” and replace it with the
italicised term “prime agricultural areas”.

County staff recommend that the definition for ‘Wildland Fire’ be
removed from Section 9.18 as it is being replaced by the added
definition of ‘Hazardous Forest Types for Wildland Fire’.

In the definition of AREAS OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL
POTENTIAL, delete the
phrase “Criteria for determining” and replace it with the
phrase “Methods to identify”.
In bullet 6) of the definition of COMPREHENSIVE
REVIEW, delete the phrase “, unless otherwise
unavoidable”.
Add the following new definition after the definition of
HAZARD LANDS: “HAZARDOUS FOREST TYPES FOR
WILDLAND FIRE means
forest types assessed as being associated with the risk of
high to extreme wildland fire using risk assessment tools
established by the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources
and Forestry, as amended from time to time.”
In the definition of PRIME AGRICULTURAL AREA, delete
the word “soils” and replace it with the word “lands”.
In the definition of RURAL LAND USE TYPE, delete the
term “prime agricultural areas” and replace it with the
italicised term “prime agricultural lands”. Italicise the
following terms: “settlement areas”, “rural lands”, and
“natural heritage features and areas”.

17 Policy 10.4

Ontario
Heritage Act

The deletion of this bullet addresses that the
Cultural Heritage Area designation was removed
from Secondary Schedule 1q prior to Council
adoption of the new Plan and conforms to the
Ontario Heritage Act.

Add the following new definition after the definition of
RURAL LAND USE TYPE: “RURAL LANDS means lands
which are located outside settlement areas and which are
outside prime agricultural areas.
In policy 10.4, delete the bullet “Cultural Heritage Area”.

No concerns in principle, as such lands are no longer shown on
schedule 1q, however staff would note that policies for such lands
are still included in section 10.4.5 of Recolour Grey.
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18 Schedule A – Niagara
Map 1 and
Escarpment
Secondary
Plan
Schedule
Map 1b – Big
Bay

The replacement of Schedule A – Map 1 and
Secondary Schedule Map 1b – Big Bay was
requested by Grey County staff. Revised
schedules were received post-adoption from the
County and contain updated Grey Sauble
Conservation Authority (GSCA) hazard mapping.
Additionally, at the request of the Niagara
Escarpment Commission, the text following the
double asterisk at the bottom of Schedule A –
Map 1 was revised by deleting the word
“settlement” to clarify that certain areas outside
of settlement areas within the NEP boundary
may be subject to Development Control.

Schedule A – Map 1 is deleted and replaced with
Schedule A – Map 1 in Appendix A. Secondary Schedule
Map 1b – Big Bay is deleted and replaced with Secondary
Schedule Map 1b – Big Bay in Appendix A.

No concerns.

19 Schedule A – Niagara
Map 2
Escarpment
Plan

The replacement of Schedule A – Map 2 was
requested by the Niagara Escarpment
Commission. The text following the double
asterisk at the bottom of Schedule A – Map 1
was revised by deleting the word “settlement” to
clarify that certain areas outside of settlement
areas within the NEP boundary may be subject
to Development Control.

Schedule A – Map 2 is deleted and replaced with
Schedule A – Map 2 in Appendix A.

No concerns.

20 Schedule A – Niagara
Map 3 and
Escarpment
Secondary
Plan
Schedule
Map 3n –
Ayton

The replacement of Schedule A – Map 3 and
Secondary Schedule Map 3n – Ayton was
requested by Grey County staff. Revised
schedules were received post-adoption from the
County with updated Industrial Business Park
designation mapping, which was inadvertently
missed by County staff prior to Council-adoption,
and updated lot fabric mapping based on
Teranet data. Additionally, at the request of the
Niagara Escarpment Commission, the text
following the double asterisk at the bottom of
Schedule A – Map 3 was revised by deleting the
word “settlement” to clarify that certain areas
outside of settlement areas within the NEP
boundary may be subject to Development
Control.

Schedule A – Map 3 is deleted and replaced with
Schedule A – Map 3 in Appendix A. Secondary Schedule
Map 3n – Ayton is deleted and replaced with Secondary
Schedule Map 3n
– Ayton in Appendix A.

No concerns.

The replacement of Schedule C was requested
by Grey County staff. The revised schedule was
received post-adoption from the County and
removes all Core Areas that erroneously overlap
with designated settlement areas, as well as
corrects minor errors in the Natural Heritage
System Linkage mapping east of the community
of Maxwell.

Schedule C is deleted and replaced with Schedule
C in Appendix A.

No concerns.

21 Schedule C

N/A –
Technical
corrections
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Revised Appendix E
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Committee Report
To:

Warden Hicks and Members of Grey County Council

Committee Date:

June 13, 2019

Subject / Report No:

PDR-CW-30-19

Title:

Community Improvement Plan Program

Prepared by:

Randy Scherzer, Director of Planning
Savanna Myers, Manager of Economic Development

Reviewed by:

Kim Wingrove

Lower Tier(s) Affected:

All Municipalities

Status:

Recommendation
1. That Report PDR-CW-30-19 regarding the Community Improvement Plan (CIP)
Program be received; and
2. That County Council hereby supports the CIP Program template and directs staff
to work with local municipalities to implement the Community Improvement
Program template through the adoption of local Community Improvement Plans
that are designed to address the needs and incentives for each local municipality
and that address the five development priority areas identified in the CIP Program
which are to:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Increase the supply of affordable and attainable housing,
Increase value added agricultural uses,
Promote the development, redevelopment and/or conversion of brownfield,
vacant, and grey field properties;
Support downtown improvements, and
Support adaptive re-use of commercial, industrial and institutional
buildings; and

3. That financial support be provided to local municipalities to assist with the
various incentives to be adopted through the local Community Improvement Plans
which can include financial support for grant programs (up to $20,000 per year
subject to budget approval), as well as other incentives including participating in
tax incentives, providing surplus land, and reducing or waiving application
fees/development charges.
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Executive Summary
The attached CIP Program template outlines the process and implementation toolkit for member
municipalities to adopt a local CIP. The template includes justification, the planning framework, priority
areas, eligibility and procedure for adopting and implementing a local CIP, an menu of incentives,
administration, monitoring and evaluation tactics, as well as draft by-law templates.
Growing the Grey County Economy is one of the three goals in the County Strategic Plan. In 2018,
Planning and Economic Development staff initiated the development of a Community Improvement Plan
(CIP) Program based on discussions with member municipalities looking for new tools to grow their
assessment base and to assist with becoming more investment ready. The attached template was
developed in consultation with our municipal partners over the past 18 months. It is recommended that
the CIP Program template be supported in principle and that staff be directed to work with local
municipalities on implementing the CIP Program through the adoption of local Community Improvement
Plans that address the five priority development areas. Further consultation will occur as part of each
local CIP process prior to the local municipality adopting the CIP. The 2019 budget included $20,000 for
each municipality to be used to support grant incentives offered through the local CIP. The County
would also participate in other incentives that support the five priority development areas including tax
incentives, surplus land, and application fee reductions/exemptions.

Background and Discussion
A Community Improvement Plan (CIP) is developed by municipal planners and economic developers
working collaboratively to develop policies and incentives targeting specific types of growth and
investment. Grey County and the local municipalities have identified a need for a Community
Improvement Plan Program to help promote and enable prioritized development across the County as
outlined in the County Official Plan.
Grey County hopes to have an inventory of Investment-Ready properties and to realize its economic
development vision of being ‘Open for Business’; while ensuring County Council’s goal of ‘Growing the
Grey County Economy’ is met. This CIP Program is meant to enable and boost development momentum
across the region and enhance the regional ecosystem from the ground up, which is where investment
happens. The intent of this Program is to offer targeted incentives countywide through the adoption of
local municipal CIP’s including within settlement areas as well as in our rural areas.
This CIP Program template proposes a menu of incentives to promote and support the following five
types of development and revitalization projects:







Increase attainable housing stock, including secondary suites, multi-unit housing,
purpose built rental housing, rooming house developments and apartment dormitory
style developments;
Increase value added agricultural uses, agri-tourism, and facility improvement projects;
Promotion of the development, redevelopment and/or conversion of brownfield, vacant,
and grey field properties;
Support for downtown revitalization of store fronts, publically-used frontages, and
streetscapes; and
Support adaptive re-use of commercial, industrial and institutional buildings.
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Local Municipalities would develop local CIP’s using the CIP Program template and choose the
incentives that would best support the five priority development areas within their municipality.
County staff would work with local municipalities on implementing the CIP Program. Further
consultation will occur as part of each local CIP process prior to the local municipality adopting
the CIP.

CIP Program Process
The CIP Program began following several discussions with the Grey County Economic Development
Working Group in 2017 regarding 2018 priorities and work plans.
A CIP Program template has been developed based on initial input received from several Economic
Development Working Group discussions as well as community input received as part of Recolour Grey,
the Affordable Housing Study, and the Mayor’s Attainable Housing Forum held in Meaford.
The preparation of a CIP must be consistent with applicable provincial, regional, and local policy. The
first section of the draft document provides an overview of CIP’s and provides an overview of the
legislation, policies and studies relevant to the preparation of a CIP for each municipality. The second
section outlines priority areas, followed by eligibility criteria and procedures, and details about the
potential incentives. The third section identifies the process for monitoring and evaluating the success
of the CIP Program as well as details about the administration of the CIP. There are also several
appendices which provide links to other source materials, general terms of incentive programs, by-law
templates and evaluation criteria. The CIP Program has been designed as a template so that local
municipalities can customize it to support their local needs while meeting the overall five priority areas.
To enable the five priority areas, an a la carte menu of incentives has been proposed, recommending a
mixture of grants, fee waivers and deferrals, tax equivalent financing and surplus land grants.
Menu of Potential Incentives
Study & Design Grant

Permit/Application Fee Exemption

Development Charge Exemption/Deferral

Brownfield Tax Assistance Grant

Tax Increment Equivalent Grant

Vacant Lands Tax Assistance Grant

Heritage Property Tax Relief

Housing Rehabilitation & Conversion Grant

Surplus Land Grant

Buildings & Land Improvement Grant

Start Up Space Leasehold Improvement Grant

Vacant Building Conversion/Expansion Grant

Façade, Signage & Property Improvement Grant

Destination Infrastructure Grant

The above represents a ‘menu’ of incentives that could be considered. It will be important for local
municipalities to select which options would work best to support the immediate needs of the local
municipality and the County with emphasis on the incentives that would best work to support the
priority areas noted above. It is the expectation of staff that each municipal CIP will be unique to their
community, enabling development and enhancement aligned with local priorities, in addition to
supporting overarching County priorities such as affordable and attainable housing. We will work with
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the local municipalities to tailor the CIP program with these aspects in mind and given the funds/budget
available to support these incentives. Ultimately we want to choose the best incentives that will achieve
the priority areas and objectives in order to get the best ‘bang for our buck’.
The draft CIP Program was shared with municipal CAOs, EDOs and Planning staff on August 24, 2018 for
review. On August 29 County Economic Development and Planning Staff hosted a Planning 101 session
with the same municipal stakeholders to engage in a formal review and discussion of the draft. County
staff also met with local municipal finance staff to get their input. Based on the feedback received, we
have made some changes to the CIP Program template. Grey Highlands has already utilized the draft
template to create a new Grey Highlands CIP that aligns with the CIP Program.

Next Steps
Each municipality will need to seek input from key stakeholders such as developers, Downtown
Improvement Areas and Chambers of Commerce prior to adopting their local CIP to ensure the
incentives are valuable and will be used. Once discussions have taken place and drafts are nearing their
final form, local municipal staff would then make presentations and reports to their local municipal
councils and hold a public meeting as required by the Planning Act. Each municipality is in a different
position in terms of the process requirements. Some will require a local official plan amendment in
addition to the CIP public meeting, where others will only require an amendment to their existing CIPs
for land areas and programs. County staff will work with member municipalities to help complete these
necessary steps.
Following the public meetings, final documents, based on the attached template, will be prepared by
local municipalities and circulated to the Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing. Approval of CIPs and
associated budgets will ultimately be the choice of each local municipal Council.

Legal and Legislated Requirements
The Community Improvement Plan Program has been drafted with due regard for S.28 of the
Planning Act and O.Reg. 550/06 Prescribed Matters – Upper Tier Community Improvement
Plans.

Financial and Resource Implications
The approved 10 year capital plan identifies that the County would contribute $20,000 per municipality
for a period of 5 years from 2019 to 2024. The 2019 approved budget includes $20,000 for each local
municipality as the County’s contribution for grant incentives to be offered through the local CIP’s that
align with the five priority areas. In addition to the cash contribution, it is recommended that the
County would also participate in the County tax portion of tax increment grants and provide relief to
planning application fees and development charges as determined by the CIP program and subject to
the County Development Charges By-law being updated. Surplus land will also be considered as
determined by the CIP program and subject to the Sale and Acquisition of Land Policy. For those
municipalities that are not prepared to use the $20,000 in 2019, these funds can be held in reserve
which can be utilized to support incentives in 2020.
Beyond the $20,000 grant contribution, it is difficult to say what the overall financial implications will be
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for the other incentives (i.e. tax incentives, application fee incentives, etc.) as this will be dependent
upon the uptake for these incentives. For the County to participate in the tax incentives, County Council
would need to pass a motion to support a local municipal by-law so that the County tax portion can be
exempted for a development that qualifies. For developments that qualify for application fee
reduction/exemptions, this could result in less application revenue being collected in the future. County
staff will work with local municipalities on monitoring and tracking the various incentives and will report
on an annual basis back to Council through a Grey County report card. We will then monitor over time
and use this information to help inform future budgets.

Relevant Consultation
☒ Internal –CAO, Director of Corporate Services, Director of Planning, Director of Housing, Manager of
Economic Development, Economic Development Officers, Senior Planner, Economic Development and
Planning Advisory Committee
☒ External – Economic Development Working Group, Municipal Chief Administrative Officers, Municipal
Planning Staff, Municipal Finance Staff, Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing.

Appendices and Attachments
Draft CIP Program Template
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